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~Your complete guide to growing in a seasonal and year round greenhouse. Learn what plants grow

best, how to make your greenhouse efficient as possible, and how to make it an enjoyable

experience. Learn the advantages and disadvantages of a seasonal and year round greenhouse

and how to extend both seasons. ~Learn how to control the environment in your greenhouse,

improve your soil texture and test your soil's pH. ~Learn how to grow tomatoes, peppers,

cucumbers, herbs, onions, garlic, tomatillos, grape vines, kiwis and goji berries. You'll also receive 3

bonus salsa recipes which you can make out of your salsa plants!~Learn how to optimize your

space with vertical gardening and what plants you can grow using this method! Learn about grow

boxes or raised beds and why they are beneficial for planting.  ~Did you know you can plant grape

vines, kiwi plants and fruit trees in a greenhouse? You will also learn how to grow and trellis

cantaloupes. ~Greenhouse gardening is a delightful way to garden. The style, shape, size,

materials, and the plants you plant will determine your greenhouse success. We are passionate

about gardening, especially greenhouse gardening. We show you how we have raised our 2-3

planting zone to a 4-7 planting season and how we yield so many fruits and vegetables in such a

small space. ~Paul built our hoop greenhouse, and has built a subterranean air heated greenhouse.

We will show you our success and failures, so you can learn from our mistakes. This will save you

time and money, so you can get it right the first time. We have included many pictures from our

greenhouse for your learning.
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I really enjoyed reading this book. It has a lot of information and good suggestions on gardening in a

greenhouse. The author gives several good suggestions and tells you why they do things they way

they do. Not everybody lives in the same climate or has the same greenhouse needs and the writer

takes this into account as well. Good book for anybody wanting information on working with

greenhouses.

Great info. We have two homemade hoop houses so could relate to most if what said. Being in

south Texas we have an opposite season than the authors with winter and spring our main growing

season. The pics included were well done and give a good idea what a top of the line greenhouse

looks like. One thing not talked about was the use of wiggle worm to secure your plastic in smaller

houses. We also use nylon rope which provides great security during high winds.Brazosxxx@yahoo

What a waste. This book has very little substantive content on actual greenhouses which is why I

bought the book in the first place. If you want to read about how the author really likes home grown

tomatoes in a hoop house, this book is for you. If you want to learn specific, actionable things about

gardening in a greenhouse don't bother.

This book has clear explanations for how and why to build a larger greenhouse to extend or

supplement your gardening season for any climate. Pictures are included and much appreciated for

materials, methods and plant considerations. Honest discussion of early mistakes and what works

well give me confidence to create a plan to work with my budget and space.

This book had lots if pictures which were helpful. Hub built me a greenhouse, and today I'm putting

the plants in the ground. Plants have been in greenhouse, with second layer of plastic, for a couple

of weeks, through snow storms, freezing rain and high winds. We live in Denver Colo it's now the



end of April. We'll get at least a month extra growing now and several months at the end of the

season. I'm going to reread this book to think about growing veggies in the winter. Lots of good info,

making me think about where to put my tomatoes, peppers, greens.

I really enjoyed reading the WhiteÃ¢Â€Â™s Gardening kindle book. I am a novice at greenhouse

gardening and picked up several great tips that I intend on implementing. I am always looking for

chemical-free ways to control pests and insects in my greenhouse so I appreciate the lady bug and

praying mantis tip and what to do about tomato worms.I loved seeing how they used a drip system

and hog fencing. CanÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to install both and I can use them in my outside garden as well.

Glad to get the scoop on the types of covering, as I am needing to replace what I currently have.

Great info & great price!

I think this is a good resource for people who are wanting to extend their growing season with the

help of a very large hoop greenhouse. I am more interested in a smaller greenhouse myself. I did

pick up some tips and thought there was a lot of good info in the book. It's amazing what can be

grown in a large hoop house like the authors. There are no plans or detailed description of the

construction of the greenhouse itself but there are tips on growing vertically, watering, heating and

ventilation that are helpful along with advice on some materials.

Good information just not what I was looking for better for someone just thinking about starting a

green house.
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